The start location is approx 45 mins from Dubai (near
Manama in Ajman) depending where you live in Dubai.
The start line is accessible by saloon car and 4WD. You
will be given GPS start points in your race pack. The race
will start at 3pm, we ask that runners are there in plenty
of time for the gear check. You should plan to be at the
start point by 12pm latest. You will be required to open
your bag and have one of our volunteers check that all of
the mandatory items are included in your pack. Runners
with missing i tems WILL NOT be allowed to begin the
race. The course is marked with flags, reflective tape
and ribbon - you do not require a GPS for navigation,
but it should be noted that we have experienced locals

PACKS will be taken to the start line. Included in the pack
will be your race bib, mandatory iron-on sleeve patch
for your shirt (so that means no vests please), exclusive
Extreme 3 T-shirt and buff, checkpoint clipcard, race
booklet, along with other goodies. We would appreciate
your cooperation in collecting your pack from the store
in plenty of time.
Please join the facebook group Urban-Ultra Dubai so that
you are kept up to date with all the latest information.
You will also find the Q&A session presentation we held
in AdventureHQ a few weeks ago and an overview of
what to expect in a multi-stage event. Please feel free

to send any questions via the FB page or to our email
address: events@urbanultra.com
Stage 1 (Thursday 27th Feb) – a 50km run through rocky
wadi bed, jeep tracks and goat trails – the afternoon
start (Start time 3pm) will have you arriving at the finish
campsite of Stage 1 in darkness. (Mountain camp)
Stage 2 (Friday 28th Feb) – a 40km run out of the
mounatins and across the spectacular golden sand
dunes and along hard-packed sand tracks. (Start time
8am). (Dune camp)
Stage 3 (Saturday 1st March) – a 50km run through the
mountains along jeep tracks and goat trails with a bit of
sand! (Start time 8am).
You will carry everything you need: food, water (available
approx every 10km), sleeping bag and mat, first-aid. At
camp, you will sleep dormitory style under one canvas
and get hot water to make your own food.
As with most self-supported races, there are no comforts
of home here - unless you decide to bring them yourself
- but bear in mind you will have to carry it all the way.
(Full packs typically will weigh in at around 6-7kg not
including water).
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removing or moving markers in the past and although
we will endeavour to check they are all still in place, you
would be advised to use a GPS watch or know how to
use a compass to locate start/finish and checkpoints.
Please be aware that the route will only be revealed (Coordinates will be noted in your booklet).
once you pick up your race pack, it will be detailed in The race pack will be available once registration has
a small booklet along with your mandatory gear list and closed on the 15th. So from the 16th to the 26th you
cut-offs and timings. The start and finish location will be will be able to collect your pack from AdventureHQ on
the same, so if you have family/friends, they will be able Sheikh Zayed Road at Times Square during their opening
to see you at the same place you start the race from as hours.
well as run through on Stage 2.
YOU MUST COLLECT YOUR PACK prior to the event. NO
The 3-day, three-stage self-supported desert adventure
will start and finish very near Manama in Ajman - just 45
mins from Dubai. (You will be responsible for your own
transport to and from the start line).
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ON THE COURSE: Water will be provided during the
race at all checkpoints. As the race is self-supported,
you will be responsible for your own nutrition and any
electrolyte supplements you wish to add to the water
provided. (Water is pumped not given in bottles so your
own bottles are an essential part of your kit).
First Aid will be in attendance throughout the 3 days
to deal with serious injuries, however, issues with feet
including blisters etc. should be dealt with using your first
aid kit (see kit items and suggested reading material).
CONDITIONS: UAE daytime average temperatures are
30°C max and evening lows are around 15°C with little
chance of rain. Please ensure your sleeping bag and mat
are suitable for this night time temperature (record low
is 6°C).

The deserts and mountains of the UAE are wide open
spaces with virtually no shade from the sun, it would be
advised to consider good sun protection for your skin
and a head cover.
You will be running or walking on sandy, uneven, rocky
and stony ground. You should consider sand gaiters for
the dune section.
SO, WHAT TO EXPECT: If you are a first timer at
multi-stage races, then understand that you need to have
good basic fitness. You need to be physically fit to take on
three days of long running or walking (and trust us when
we say, you will walk some of the course). Understand
that unless you have signed up with a running partner,
ultra running is a very solitary experience and much of
the time you will spend on your own. This is all part of
multi stage racing.
When physical fitness begins to play with your mind that’s when your mental strength and toughness kick
in. Your body and feet will tell you that it’s impossible
to get to the finish - your mind needs to overcome any
pain or discomfort to tell your body that you can and
you WILL cross that finish line! Prepare to be pushed to
your limits, mentally and physically. (Read Blister Care by
Denise Jones here: (www.badwater.com/training/blisters.

html) for some great advice on how to treat blisters.
Equipment: Make sure your running shoes are
suitable for the rocky and sandy terrain. Heat, distance
and constant friction will test your shoes (and feet) to
the limit, so choose them wisely ensuring that the size
will accommodate any swelling of your feet over these
distances. Make sure they are worn in and are able to
withstand the tough conditions.
The contents of your pack will be your lifeline for 3 days
(no outside support or using local shops is permitted) it will carry all of your food, spare clothes, medical kit,
sleeping bag and mat and anything else you want to carry.
Make sure it is comfortable not just to run in fully loaded,
but also to walk with. Your run changes with the weight
and also how it is packed inside.
NUTRITION: You can order many different brands of
dehydrated food from the internet. Make sure the dishes
you choose are full of the calories you need and are also
tasty - not just sitting at home but also after a long run.
Your appetite and palate change when you are stressed,
fatigued and under pressure - making yourself eat is a
huge part of successfully completing a multi-stage race.
Lost? It is highly unlikely that you will get lost. The route
has markers and critical points will be marshalled to
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AT CAMP: There will be no showers at camp so the
water you use should be for drinking only, not washing we do not have an unlimited supply. You can expect to be
refilled at checkpoints on the course the following day.
Hot water will be available for use with your dehydrated
food. You will find portable toilets at camp, but no toilet
paper - you need to include any required toiletry items
in your pack.
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seen to be littering will be penalised or disqualified. Every
item of edible matter in your pack should be marked
with your bib bumber. Any packets left on the course
or at camp and NOT in a litter bin will be given a time
penalty - repeated offences result in disqualification.

The course will be marked along its entire length from
between 200-500-meter intervals (subject to terrain)
with flags, reflective tape and ribbon. The night stage
will be marked with reflective tapes on the ribbons that
are highly visible with your mandatory head torch.

Most importantly

Creepy CrawlieS: There are snakes, scorpions,
camel spiders etc. etc in the UAE, particularly in the
desert and remote areas we will be camping. Consider
yourself very lucky if you encounter any of these
wonderful creatures - most of them are harmless or only
mildly venomous anyway with not cases of death ever
reported.
ENVIRONMENT: Please be respectful of your
surroundings and keep impact to a minimum. Leaving
nothing but footprints when we leave. Any participant

WE WANT YOU TO HAVE FUN
AND ENJOY THE MULTI STAGE ADVENTURE!
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ensure your safety. You will be given a detailed road book
at pre-race registration. This is a detailed description of the
route each day and time spent studying it pays dividends
on the course. You will also carry a card for punching
at checkpoints and at each stage finish to ensure all
checkpoints have been visited and you have finished the
stage - please do not forget to punch your card at the CP
- you may be disqualified or given a time penalty.
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TO BE CARRIED AT ALL TIMES BY each participant
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ!
Please understand that we are trying to keep our fun and friendly,
however, your mandatory kit list means just that. It is essential
to have these items with you at all times. They will be checked
pre-race and can be spot-checked at any time over the 3 days.
Participants missing any of these items will not be allowed to start.
Participants not having these items on spot-check will be penalised.
The list has been compiled from personal race knowledge and
experience, and for your own safety - it is not there just to be mean
and make you carry more stuff! Accidents happen and your first
aid kit, whistle etc. are essential to minimising misery and injury.
Dehydration can be a serious issue affecting not only your physical
state but your mental one as well - your water pack and electrolytes
are essential for proper hydration and staying cramp-free.
Overhydrating can also be a risk so please ensure you have a
good balance of water as well as replacement salts/electrolytes.
By agreeing to run you are agreeing to be a responsible athlete,
and confirm that you have the mandatory gear for your own safety.

1. Food for 3 days Minimum of 2500 calories for
Male and 2000 calories per day for Female. i.e. Male
total 7500 calories and Female 6000 calories.

2. 1.5 ltr Hydration Pack or bottles Full to
capacity on Day 1 - Stage 1 start line.

3. Sleeping Bag and Mat Please ensure the rating for
your sleeping bag is suitable for minimum 10°C.

4. Route/Course Map and coordinates For CP
and Campsite navigation.

5. compass If you become lost, you should be able
to find your way to the previous or next camp without
assistance.

6. Rubber Cup (SUPPLIED) drinks will be pumped, NOT
given in bottles or disposable cups - in your goody bag
there will be a collapsible cup to use for water please
take it with you on your run. No cup, no drink!

7. Whistle
8. Headlamp with spare batteries
9. Empty ziplock for rubbish
10. Survival Blanket
11. survival mirror 5cm sq minimum
12. Blade a sharp pen knife or equivalent
13. SLEEVe PATCH you will be provided with a patch to iron
on to your shirt - please secure it to your right sleeve
before the start of the race.

14. First aid kit: Contents to include the following min:
Blister Kit, Sterile safety pin
4”x4” gauze pads, Roll of medical tape
Antibacterial ointment or cream, Ace Bandage
Painkiller tablets (Tylenol, Aspirin, etc.)
Anti-inflammatory tablets (Voltaren, Ibuprofen, etc.)

OPTIONAL/RECOMMENDED GEAR
1. Sand gaiters
2. Sunglasses
3. Peaked hat with or without neck flap
4. Sunscreen
5. spare ziplocks bags
6. Small scissors
7. Light jacket/fleece
8. Spare Duct Tape
9. Energy Gels/Nutrition
10. flip flops or slippers for camp
11. hand sanitizer/wet wipes
12. toilet roll
13. Camera/extra battery
14. Warm evening clothes
15. spare socks
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MANDATORY GEAR
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We are currently in the process of creating our own
locally based sports foundation called ‘Play it Forward’.
This foundation is designed to financially assist, not
necessarily young kids, but anyone showing a flair and
unusual talent for any sport - talented individuals are
encouraged to apply for a temporary loan to pay for such
things as entry fees, overseas travel to attend races,
coaching or equipment - even if it’s just a pair of running
shoes that they could otherwise not afford.
Apply for assistance and we might just be able to help
further a successful career in sports whatever that sport
may be. Once these indivduals are able to, they will pay
back into the foundation and the money will hopefully
be re-assigned to help another rising star of the sports
world.
The pot will grow, and so we hope, will the number
of beneficiaries. Help us to Play it Forward and give
someone who would not otherwise have the means to
thrive in their chosen sport.
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A quick word about where your money is going. All
proceeds from the annual Urban-Ultra Calendar and a
percentage of your entry fees from every event goes to
a worthy cause.
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A big thank you to our sponsors
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